The new RIDGID® 3 gallon is a compact wet/dry vac that is designed to deliver performance of a vac 3x’s its size. Its lightweight, small size and large carry handle provide comfortable portability. The built-in suction-powered dustpan makes cleaning quick and easy. The vacuum’s 3.5 peak horsepower motor, 10-foot power cord, locking expandable hose, and 1-layer standard pleated paper filter will please Pros and DIY’ers alike.

**FEATURES**
- 3.5 Peak HP Motor
- Lightweight
- Large Carry Handle
- Integrated Hose
- Cord Wrap With Quick Release
- Expanding Locking Hose
- 1-7/8” Diameter Hose
- 1-Layer Standard Filter
- Included Accessories

**BENEFITS**
- Powerful performance is comparable to wet/dry vacs 3x its size.
- 9.8 Pound vac is extremely portable.
- Designed for convenient portability.
- Hose stores on vac to improve storage and transport.
- Built-in cord storage has quick-release so you can spend your time cleaning and not unwrapping the cord.
- The expanding hose locks to the vac so it won’t pull loose during use.
- Offers non-clogging performance similar to larger diameter hoses with the flexibility of smaller diameter hoses.
- Pleated paper filter captures common everyday dirt.
- 1-7/8” x 7’ Expanding Locking Hose, Car Nozzle, Built-In Dust Pan, & 1-Layer Paper Pleated Filter.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Drum Size**: 3 gal.
- **Motor**
  - Peak Horsepower: 3.5
  - Air Watts: 135
  - Voltage: 120
  - Amps: 7.0
- **Cord Length**: 10’
- **Construction**: High Impact Polypropylene
- **U.L. Listed**: Yes
- **Filter Surface Area**: 925 sq. in.
- **Replacement Filters**: VF3500
- **Optional Filter Bag**: VF3501
- **Accessory Size**: 1-7/8”
- **Shipping Weight**: 11.6 lbs.
- **Net Weight**: 9.8 lbs.

**Optional Accessories**
- VF3500 Filter Bag
- VF3501 Filter Bag
- 1-7/8” x 7’ Expanding Locking Hose
- Car Nozzle
- Built-In Dust Pan
- 1-Layer Paper Pleated Filter

**Accessories**
- Tug-A-Long® Locking Hose
- Vac with Accessories & Filter

**Compact Size Perfect For Tighter Spaces**
**Perfect for Car Clean-up**
**Easy & Convenient Built-In Dust Pan**
**Lightweight Portability**